Discover Your
Dream Clients
Have new business coming to you instead of chasing it

We help B2B win more clients.

X40MARKETING.COM

We help B2B win more clients.

EMAIL MEETINGS SALES

Why X40?
CONSISTENT FLOW OF LEADS
WE GUARANTEE MEETINGS
INCREASED BRAND AWARENESS
MORE WEB TRAFFIC AND
CONVERSIONS NO MORE RUNNING
AFTER CLIENTS EXTRA TIME TO
FOCUS ON DELIVERY

Work with The
Businesses Around
the Globe
X40 marketing specializes in generating
business from International Market by
leapfrogging the freelancing platforms
such as Upwork, Guru, PPH and
Freelancer. We promote YOUR services
and book meetings with businesses
who are interested in giving you the
chance

MARKETING@X40MARKETING.COM

Penetrate into International Market
without Tug-of-War

Your Outsourced
Business Development Team
Our deep strategy expertise allows us to drive
your business forward. X40 was born out of
frustration with the marketing agencies that
came before.
Lackluster results focus on useless KPIs, poor
communication, unqualified staff, and
everything in between.
Our goal is to set a new standard for what
effective marketing means. We define great
KPIs as leads, not likes. And great results
based on the number of meetings held, not
how many eBooks
downloads were generated.

MARKETING@X40MARKETING.COM

WE HELP B2B WIN MORE CLIENTS.

X40 specializes in building lead
pipelines that generate significant
ROI.
Your business survival and success depend on having
well-paying customers that buy from you consistently.
But most business owners don’t have any formal sales
or marketing training.
While you have mastered your
craft and are amazing at what you do, attracting clients
and getting paid well can be a whole different skill-set
you need to master but aren’t prepared for.
After helping many established businesses and Tech
Startups…We have perfected an approach that allows
service-based businesses and even freelancers to land
higher-paying clients

How Do We Do It!

MAIL CHIMP

Using highly-targeted email outreach, we book
meetings with these ideal clients and pass them
on to your sales team.

We create lead lists based on the criteria we
agree upon (revenue size, geographic
location, employee size, vertical, etc)
Extensive research is done by a team of
marketing experts for each company/contact
300-400 customized emails sent to ideal
customers each week
Monthly meetings to discuss campaign
progress, and make necessary adjustments

GOOGLE WORKSPACE

AGILE CRM

if we fail to generate that many
appointments for you in a quarter,
we will refund you equivalently the
number of leads missed or add
additional leads to your next
contract.
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We promise you the X number of
sales appointments per quarter,

We
Guarantee
Meetings
with your
Ideal Clients
Every Single
Quarter!

PABLO VELÁSQUEZ

In Our Client’s
Words
Email marketing sure sounds easy
but there is a lot we put into our
campaigns to make them
successful.
Whilst others do
everything for everyone, we
decided from the beginning to
specialize in IT B2B sales.

ATLANTICSOFT
We found X40marketing by pure coincidence
while we were doing a linked in sales
outbound process, long story short we are no
longer using another company and
X40marketing is in charge of helping us find
new clients, and they have done it with great
success.
Thank you X40marketing for all the effort, and
we look forward to keep growing together.

Michael Weihl
Gulfstream Mergers
We are an international M&A firm, and we use
several different business development
channels to engage new clients.
After a few months working with X40, we were
so pleased with the customized servicing,
responsiveness to our needs, and results that
we decided to expand their services.
None of our other outsourced channels were
getting us the frequency or the quality of
appointment that we were getting from X40, it
was like having our own in-house business
development team.
Highly recommended for your marketing needs.

PAULA TELLEZ
SHARKHELPERS
We are a small company trying to sell B2B
services to US clients. After several
attempts to establish an effective sales
funnel, we met Asil and X40 Marketing. After
five months of working together, we have
found a sustainable way to meet highly
relevant leads for our business, and we even
have close a couple of deals. Highly
Recommended Service!

SPOT FOR YOUR
TESTIMONIAL
Claim Now
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We
Constantly
Thrive On
Getting
Better at
Cold
Emailing

Want to learn more?
Schedule a meeting
consultation today.
PHONE NUMBER !!
No We Prefer Emailing

E-MAIL ADDRESS
marketing@x40marketing.com
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Let's Get
Started

